Abstract. This paper presents a new approach to segment heavily 3D textured images such as the one of lamellar titatnium alloys obtained from X-ray tomography. The presented method considers NSDFB and gradient from gray-level value to recognize directionality of structure in the image. Second level of classication is needed due to the high complexity of the titanium alloys structure. During the segmentation algorithm takes into account the interaction between objects.
Introduction
Titanium alloys are widely used in many industrial applications such as in power generation, aeronautical, and biomedical industry because of excellent mechanical and corrosion properties combined with a relatively low density. The mechanical properties of these alloys are strongly dependent on variations in the microstructure. One of important aspect is the understanding of how crack is growing in the material and correlate this to the microstructure, because propagation direction is probably dependent on space organization of two types of microstructural features in such alloy when the microstructure if fully lamellar [2, 3] : β-grain Boundary and α-lamellae. α-lamellar colonies can be described as group of lines (or parallel planes in 3D), which have a direction orientation. The presence of β grain Boundary is revealed by the growth of so-called α-layer along the previous mentioned boundary and corresponds in Xray tomography images to single, large, dark surfaces (see Fig. 1 ). Material scientists can manually segment microtomography images, but it is very difficult, and time consuming. This is important when one needs to make surveys, and the number of images is large. Therefore, an automatic image analysis seems to be an important alternative.
The task of the segmentation algorithm is carried out on two-dimensional X-ray tomography images of (α + β) titanium alloys, where the main criterion for classification of a pixel to a particular class is the directional orientation of its environment. The elements forming the structure of the material with respect to the segmentation are the β-grains boundaries and colonies of α-lamellar.
In the present paper, the segmentation focuses on the α-lamellar colonies. Previous approaches have concentrated on two types of methods: wavelet decomposition [12] and co-occurrence matrix [6] . In addition, the [8] proposed a method based on the gradient of brightnes. The method was an attempt to modify the algorithm proposed in [7] , the orientation of directional alpha-colony was determined by the gradient brightness, image segmentation relied on the use of clustering and classification methods of information direction.
A method which is based on wavelet decomposition [1] gives promising results for images obtained from optical microscope. However the method works satisfyingly to separate only colonies which reveal vertical, horizontal and oblique directions. In real, this is not enough and colonies can present different orientations and a minimum of 6 different directions should be achieved for the classification.
The second method tested earlier by the authors is based on co-occurrence matrix. The method is sensitive to rotation and particularly sensitive to regular patterns. Cooccurrence matrix can be created for 4 directions: 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees, so theoretically should detect regular patterns in these directions. From this matrix the authors have extracted 11 features using MaZda software [13] .
Using feature selection algorithms [10] a set of features has been completed on 'local contrast', because it has high discrimination power factor for tested images. In practice, the four directions were properly detected for artificial images that simulated lamellar microstructure. However, for real images a lot of α-lamellae colonies were incorrectly identified. The high noise level made impossible to correctly recognize and assign pixels to the appropriate class.
Not only noise but also small contrast reducing the perception of lamellar colonies altered the classification.
The article can be treated as an extension of article [9] as it presents extended version of the algorithm for segmentation of α-lamellar colonies described in [9] . In the sequel of the paper the algorithm presented in [9] is called the basic algorithm. The flow chart of the extended and basic algorithms is presented in Fig. 2 and shortly de- In the next step "image denoising" each pixel p which has a label value of a particular orientation is reclassified by computing histogram using neighboring pixels. Then, it assigns to p the class with the largest histogram value.
Moreover if there is no class which is clearly dominant in the neighborhood of p, then p is assigned to the class "no direction". So this step corrects classification errors in a particular region where most pixels are assigned to one direction, but only few to other directions.
The next step of the basic algorithm, called the "first level of classification", assigns orientation labels to pixels from the background by using the same strategy as in the previous step. 
Extraction of local orientation map
This section presents the first of the two algorithms which improve the basic procedure for α-lamellae colony segmentation. The algorithm has been already used by Jeulin and Moreaud [7] to extract local gradient map which in turn is an input for PCA to detect orientation discontinuities in textured images. This has been further coupled with a semi-automatic watershed-based method to separate α-colonies in microtomographic images of titanium alloy [14] . The algorithm for extraction of local orientation map I or can be presented in the following several steps: calculate the co-variance matrix, using pixels from neighborhood defined in a window of size w × w centered on p, 4: calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues from the co-variance matrix, 5: calculate local orientation I or (p) of pixel p defined as the angle between the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue and a reference vector (versor of y-axis). 6 : end for where: I in -input image, I or -local orientation map (LOM), w -window size Fig. 3 shows the local orientation map I gr for input image from Fig. 1 for two window size: 4×4 and 16×16.
The size of the neighborhood is an important parameter.
Low values e.g. 4×4 (see Fig. 3(a) ) make the algorithm 
Second level of classification
The second level of the classification is necessary due to two main problems:
1. The presence of high amount of noise in the input image and low contrast.
2. The high complexity of the titanium alloys structure.
The first problem, that is to say the poor quality of the input data, causes difficulties to proper recognition of structures presented in the image. Therefore, α-lamellar elements may be badly classified (detection of wrong orientation) or they may be completely missed in the classification process. Fig. 4 (cases A-E) presents wrongly detected objects by the first level of classification. Fig. 4 (case A) shows objects that are not well aligned with α-lamellar colonies on the original tomographic data set.
The second problem concerns the situation where one colony is embedded into another, which is possible in the current microstructure since lamellar colonies can interleave each other, creating so called Widmanstätten microstructure. In the case when the difference of direction between two colonies is small, the algorithm should consider them as one large colony. In other words, if a colony A is surrounded by a larger colony B and they have similar direction, then A should be attached to B (see Fig. 4 case A). Otherwise, if the difference in orientation is large • Two connected objects, with very small difference of mean values of their local orientation maps. In such case, if the difference is smaller than a given resolution R, these two objects need to be merged (see Fig. 4 case B).
• Parts of an image without clearly defined directiondue to many reasons (acquisition errors, high noise, and specific alignment of crystals) one can observe on the input image areas without visible direction.
In such situation, we can assign the area to the class "no direction" or merge it with one of its neighbor.
Decision is made by analyzing the size of the neighboring object and its location (see Fig. 4 
case C).
In some cases, the problem of defining the proper direction is caused by the orientation of the colony itself that has the normal to the lamellar planes of the colony (colony corresponds to a group of parallel planes and lines in 3D and 2D, respectively) almost perpendicular to the image, since the input data set is a three-dimensional structure (see Fig. 4 , case E).
• Areas surrounding beta-grains Boundary (see Fig. 4 case D). Ascending sort of the list C using an object size criterion 6: Define a set CC i = {A i ∈ C : A j is connected to A i }
7:
for each element in CC i do 8: Calculate the average orientation D j from I or 9:
end for 10:
if k < i then It occurred that it is not enough to obtain satisfying segmentation results due to the complicated structure of images being analyzed. Therefore the new extended algorithm uses not only (NSDFB) but also local orientation map (see Alg. 2). The latter gives more precise information about the local orientation, although the boundaries of the colonies in the image are quite heavily blurred due to the choice of the kernel size used to estimate the local orientation (see Fig. 3 ). The following characteristics can be obtained using the combination of NSDFB and local orientation map:
• acceptable precision of detection of the boundaries between the α-colonies,
• information about α-colony (e.g. average value of direction orientation),
• successful merging of connected objects with similar directionality,
• proper detection and classification of pixels assigned to "no class",
• acceptable re-classification of small objects and objects near -grain boundaries.
The parameter R determines the maximum difference in the mean local orientation of two objects, below which they are merged. Fig. 5 illustrates the steps 9-13 of the above pseudo-code in 2 cases, which reflect possible situations met in real classifications. 
Results and discussion
One can see that objects A − D and J in Fig. 8(b) correspond well to α-colonies 1-4 and 11 in Fig. 8(a) , respectively. Moreover, there is a small number of pixels associated to the 'ND' -'no direction'. They are mainly located in the area of wide β-grain boundary between α-colonies 1 and 2. This shows that the extended algorithm correctly detects boundaries of two colonies of different orientation even if they are separated by β-grain boundary.
However, it can occur that two α-colonies are merged into one object (e.g. colonies 5-6 in object E). The major problem of the presented method is associated with the inability to generally detect β-grain boundary, as it is the case between α-colonies 5 and 6. Indeed, its local orientation is similar to the two colonies. The situation is similar for the colonies 8-10 associated to the object G. Table 1 contains the results of a comparison with the reference image with manually drawn boundaries colony and the result of segmentation (Fig. 7) . Distance trans- form been applied to compare two images (acceptable distance between the borders is 10 pixels).
Comparison results of the reference image and the image after segmentation are confirmed by their visual inspection ( Fig. 7) : the largest number segmentation problems are connected to the areas which contain beta-grains.
Objects A, B, C, D and J correspond well to α-colonies 1-4 and 11 (accuracy over than 90% or close to 90%).
This proves that applying the extended algorithm, the boundaries of two colonies of different orientation can be correctly detected. In opposition to this fact, it can be observed that some colonies does not agree well with ob- 
Conclusion
The extended algorithm, which combines directional filter banks and gradient from gray-level value, has proven its capabilities to distinguish low-contrasted texture objects such as the structure of α-lamellae colony. Boundaries between objects are consistent with those between α-colonies, especially between areas with large misorientation. The method has been developed for 2D images, but can be extended to 3D case. This will mainly involve the replacement of the 2D contourlet transform by another method such as the 3D surfacelet transform [11] .
Extending the algorithm to the 3D space, which is under progress, will enable a full classification of α-colonies in microtomography images of lamellar titanium alloys. 
